Master C/ETRM Projects!
Looking for Senior Consultant Project Quality Management (m/f)

Company
FERDEC GmbH is a Berlin‐based, highly specialized consultancy with focus on Energy, Trading and IT. We
offer decision support in the areas Energy/Commodity Risk Management and Trading, Environmental
Systems, and Software Development based on a 25+ years industry and research experience.
Our philosophy is to provide top quality consultancy to leading companies without compromises. We are
convinced that superior decision support can truly make the difference in a highly competitive market. In
order to expand our team of experts, we are looking for a new colleague who shares our passion for high
quality consulting.
If you have a strong interest in project and quality management and if you enjoy helping our clients in
reaching their defined goals, you are just the person we are looking for!
Your Job
Our mission is to guide our clients through critical and often highly complex CTRM/ETRM selection and
implementation projects. You will help our clients during these projects by structuring and setting up a
balanced project, overseeing the entire project’s progress, monitoring the delivered quality, moderating
conflicts and driving the assessment and mitigation of any risk and issue that arises.
Your strength is a result of hands‐on experience gained from delivering numerous ETRM/CTRM projects
coupled with a very deep understanding of our clients’ business. Appreciating all players and solutions as
well as applying and advancing FERDEC’s high quality project management standards is key in driving
projects at stake to a joint success. You’ll be ensuring a constant and close communication with all client,
vendor and other project stakeholders at team and management level in order to guarantee an aligned
understanding of the current status and key next steps.
Your Profile









Excellent team management, communication and presentation skills
Service‐oriented, highly organized and structured team player
Background in Trading and Risk Management focused projects in the Energy/Commodity or
Financial sector
3‐5 years of experience in implementing ETRM/CTRM software solutions, ideally in a project
management or lead consultant role
Experienced in managing and working with senior level clients
Good knowledge of Microsoft Office and MS Project
Fluent in English and German, ideally international experience
Willingness to travel

Contact
FERDEC offers a competitive salary, an entrepreneurial work environment and promotes team effort.
We are looking forward to talking to you.
Interested and qualified candidates can contact us via: application@FERDEC.com

FERDEC GmbH
Berlin, Germany
Contact: application@ferdec.com

